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ABSTRACT 
In the tradition of India, various weapons play a crucial role in the continuous battle 
between gods and demons, as well as between humans. The more powerful the weapon, 
the more certain the victory; thus, any sword used in a battle should be as strong and ef-
fective as possible, or even should be magic. Any warrior, the man of the kṣatriya class, 
can be provided with a weapon of this kind and hence properly supported and victorious 
in a fight. Gods and humans may use many swords: maces, wheels, thunderbolts, bows 
and arrows, axes, spears, etc. They may also use words – mantras – against an adversary, 
as demonstrated in the numerous texts of the Hindu realm. Besides, in order to obtain 
a magic weapon or make a sword charmed, some practices or ceremonies using mantras 
as magic formulae may be performed. It is important for every warrior to be skilful in 
the use of his weapon in battle and in making a weapon magic. The gods themselves may 
support a hero by bestowing a weapon upon him or a hero may exert himself as well 
to win magic arms, for example by fighting a duel with a deity. In the world of myths 
and heroic deeds the methods are unlimited. The holder of such a weapon, whether god, 
demon or human, naturally employs magic, very often by using special mantras, so the 
primal nature of the objects changes, consequently transforming the nature of their users. 
Some examples of such weapons and their applications are presented in this study, based 
mostly on the texts of Indian epics. Here many myths narrating exploits of gods and he-
roes describe various swords that also often become significant attributes or symbols. The 
most popular and recognisable celestial weapons are thus depicted in diverse texts of the 
Hindu tradition, and also illustrated in art and characterised in the iconographic secondary 
sources, which shall be examined as well in this analysis.
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No one will deny that in the continuous battle between good and evil, between 
gods and demons, there is one crucial thing – weaponry. The more powerful 
the weapon is, the more certain the victory. It is essential to ensure that a sword 
used in a battle is not only strong and effective, but is special or even magic, 
so its holder could enjoy optimal support and therefore victory. In the narra-
tive tradition of India where one may find numerous stories describing various 
conflicts, fights, war campaigns, etc., arms of many types were illustrated. And 
since warfare was considered to be one of the most important arts, the skill of 
using a sword or even the ability of acquiring it was highly appreciated. It is 
worth mentioning here that according to the stories of the Hindu tradition not 
only gods and demons made this effort to obtain the best and the most power-
ful weapon. It was always a requirement of every man from the kṣatriya class 
(the warriors) to have a constant supply of super-powerful arms and, conse-
quently, appropriate support in a fight. As examples here may serve swords, 
maces, wheels, thunderbolts, bows and arrows, axes, spears, etc. One might 
even mention some words – mantras that were often used against an adver-
sary in the battlefield. In the numerous texts of the Hindu realm, particularly 
in the epic tradition, there are verses describing arms, magic weapons and, 
moreover, endeavours for gaining the most effective sword, particularly from 
the gods. Also in the Hindu tradition the application of any special or magic 
weapon may be recognised as using magic in general. Because it is possible to 
convert any ordinary weapon into a magical one, furthermore it is also possible 
to use any item, an object that normally wouldn’t be considered as a weapon. 
Edward Washburn Hopkins gives a few examples of these: “magic clouds of 
dust, showers of blood, frightful shapes and noises.”1 Otherwise, words may 
certainly be used as well, and here we may consider two cases: in the first 
one mantras convert „the ordinary weapon into a magical dart, a boomerang 
or thunderbolt which with a good and true Aryan might fight the powers of 
darkness and any sinful knights who relied on such powers.”2 In the other case, 
1 E. W. Hopkins, Magic Observances in the Hindu Epic, „Proceedings of the Ameri-
can Philosophical Society” 1910, Vol. 19, No. 194, p. 29. 
2 Ibidem.
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the mantra itself is used as a weapon – words have sufficient power to defeat 
an enemy. Handling such weaponry may be considered to be a kind of magic. 
The process of creating an enchanted sword very often includes practices or 
ceremonies using mantras as magic formulae and may be as important as 
the skill of wielding a sword and obviously for every warrior that is indeed 
a crucial skill. Also the possibility of obtaining a magic weapon from gods is 
beneficial here, since the gods themselves while interfering in human conflicts 
may be willing to support one side or the other and offer a weapon. A hero 
may as well exert himself to win magic arms while fighting a duel with a god. 
Thus in the world of the Hindu myths and related heroic deeds we can find 
unlimited methods of equipping oneself with a magical weapon. The holder of 
such a weapon, whether god, demon or human, naturally employs magic, very 
often by using special mantras, so the primal nature of the objects changes, 
consequently transforming the nature of their users. In order to find particular 
examples of these methods of acquisition, as well as weaponry appearance 
and application, various literary references will be presented in this analysis.
It must be remembered as well that a magic weapon is not only used 
in a battlefield, but it becomes also a significant attribute or symbol arming 
gods or heroes. Numerous depictions of the celestial weapons can be found 
in Hindu literary sources, for in many stories gods, often involved in myth-
ical exploits, are frequently characterised by these weaponry attributes, and 
subsequently depicted in a certain way in art. Thus, a few possible references 
to the iconography of the Hindu art pertaining to the special divine weapons 
will be presented in the current study as well. However, due to the limited 
scope of this article, it will comprise of selected examples of weapons and 
will mostly focus on the textual tradition.
WHAT IS THE PĀŚUPATĀSTRA?
We do not have to convince anybody that in India the epics represent texts 
of the most kṣatriya character of the Hindu narrative tradition. Both the 
Mahābhārata and Rāmāyaṇa epics are the best source for stories describing 
the appearance, acquisition and application of weaponry, including examples 
of special or magic weapons. For a warrior, when it comes to making oneself 
powerful or gaining extra strength, not only in a physical sense, the posses-
sion a weapon of this kind is as important as other practices are. Warriors may 
for this reason undertake pilgrimages to tirthās (sacred places), observances, 
sacrifices, magical ceremonies and penance. The most recognised example of 
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the last practice enumerated here is the story of Arjuna’s penance or tapas 
narrated in the third book of Mahābhārata (Vanaparvan) as the Kirātār-
junīyam. Arjuna – a great hero of the Pāṇḍava family and famous character 
of the epic – decides on austerity in order to obtain the greatest and the most 
powerful weapon of the god Śiva (Fig. 1). This weapon, mostly referred to as 
Pāśupatāstra (literally the weapon of Paśupata that is Śiva’s other name), is 
able to conquer a rival, kill demons and, most importantly, may even destroy 
the world. For this is a terrible, destructive celestial sword, whose appearance 
can hardly even be traced. Although it is sometimes described in commen- 
taries or interpretations as a bow (dhanus) or trident (triśūla), in fact the chap-
ters of the third book that relate to this story do not clearly indicate any known 
form of weapon. Instead this weapon of Śiva is referred to as Brahmaśira or 
Pāśupatāstra and its potency is thus described:
Arjuna said, “O illustrious god having the bull for thy sign, if thou wilt grant me my 
desire, I ask of thee, O lord that fierce celestial weapon wielded by thee and called 
Brahmasira – that weapon of terrible prowess which destroyeth, at the end of the 
Yuga the entire universe – that weapon by the help of which, O god of gods, I may 
under thy grace, obtain victory in the terrible conflict which shall take place between 
myself (on one side), and Karna nad Bhishma and Kripa and Drona (on the other) – 
that weapon by which I may consume in battle Danavas and Rakshasas and evil 
spirits and Pisachas and Gandharvas and Nagas – that weapon which when hurled 
with Mantras produceth darts by thousands and fierce-looking maces and arrows like 
snakes of virulent poison.”3 (MBh 3.41.7–10)4
In the quoted passage, the weapon’s power and functions are presented in 
the way suggesting that Brahmaśira may be something more complex than 
a bow or trident. It can indeed produce arrows (śara), but also darts (śūla) and 
maces (gadā). Brahmaśira is another name for Pāśupata, which should be 
rather described as śakti and understood here literally as power, or even incan-
tation, since in the following passage Śiva addresses to Arjuna these words:
I will give thee that favourite weapon of mine called the Pasupata. O son of Pandu, 
thou art capable of holding, hurling, and withdrawing it. Neither the chief himself of 
the gods, nor Yama, nor the king of the Yakshas, nor Varuna, nor Vayu knoweth it. 
3 P. Ch. Roy, The Mahabharata of Krishna-Dwaipayana Vyasa. Translated into Eng- 
lish prose from the original Sanskrit Text, second edition, Calcutta, n.d., Vol. II, Vana-
parvan, p. 91.
4 The Sanskrit original version of all quoted passages has been taken from the GRE-
TIL website: http://fiindolo.sub.uni-goettingen.de/gret_utf.htm [10.10.2013].
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How could men know anything of it? But, O son of Pritha, this weapon should not be 
hurled without adequate cause; for if hurled at any foe of little might it may destroy 
the whole universe. In the three worlds with all their mobile and immobile creatures, 
there is none who is incapable of being slain by this weapon. And it may be hurled 
by the mind, by the eye, by words, and by the bow.5 (MBh 3.41.13–16) 
From the above fragment it is evident that Pāśupata or Brahmaśira is not 
an ordinary weapon, but a kind of force or energy launched by thoughts, 
eyesight or speech, and the last method or device that may be used for its 
activation is a bow. It is not thus clearly stated that this special sword of 
Śiva is a bow. In the translation above is that the Pāśupata weapon may 
be hurled, but in Sanskrit we have word mokṣa here that should stand for 
release or activation. Śiva says that Arjuna is “samartho dhāraṇe mokṣe 
saṃhāre” i.e. competent in holding, releasing and withdrawing or fetching 
back the Pāśupata. In the final part of the Kairata section there is one more 
verse informing that before leaving for heaven, Śiva gave Arjuna the great 
Gāṇḍiva bow.6 (MBh 3.41.25) But it probably should be understood as an 
additional offering which, together with Brahmaśira, provides Arjuna with 
extraordinary power. As Valerie J. Roebuck mentions, every Indian warrior 
was an archer, thus many gods and heroes whom we know from a number 
of tales, carry a bow as one of their attributes.7 Śiva is definitely one of 
them, and his bow is mentioned not only in the Kirātārjunīyam story. In 
other Mahābhārata passages features the weapon called Pināka usually de-
scribed as a bow or a club8 (MBh 13.14.256, 13.14.122), and there is another 
bow of Śiva called Ājagava that may be made of serpents (MBh 3.126.30).9 
Since in the incessant battle between gods and demons, which may be also 
understood as the battle between good and evil, both demons and gods use 
5 P. Ch. Roy, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 91.
6 Ibidem, p. 92.
7 V. J. Roebuck, Weapons as Symbols in Hindu Art, [in:] Symbols in Art and Religion. 
The Indian and the Comparative Perspectives, ed. K. Werner, Delhi 1991, p. 147.
8 Pināka however refers also to a staff or stick in the form of a poisonous snake held 
by Śiva. Edward W. Hopkins claims that the apparent form of the Śiva’s Pāśupata weapon 
is a snake. See E. W. Hopkins, Magic Observances, op. cit., p. 37.
9 In Viṣṇupurāṇa (3.1) the divine origin of Ājagava bow is described. It was dropped 
from the sky, together with divine arrows and armours. See: V. Mani, Purāṇic Encyclopae- 
dia. A Comprehensive Work with Special Reference to the Epic and Purāṇic Literature, 
Delhi 1996 reprint, p. 19. Stutley also describes it as Śiva’s bow fallen down from heaven 
at the time of Pṛthu’s birth. The weapon is known as well under the name Pināka. Conf. 
M. Stutley, The Illustrated Dictionary of Hindu Iconography, New Delhi 2003, p. 5.
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special, magic weapons. It seems that everything is possible and acceptable 
on the battlefield. In the myth portraying Śiva as a destroyer of three cities 
of demons (Tripurāntaka), the god is depicted as a warrior on a chariot. He 
slays the demons with the use of his great Pināka bow and only one arrow:
Having made the Year adorned with the six seasons his bow, he made his own shadow 
the irrefragable string of that bow in that battle. The illustrious Rudra is Death’s self. 
The Year became his bow; Kala Ratri the Death-night therefore, which is Rudra’s 
shadow became the indestructible string of that bow. Vishnu and Agni and Soma be-
came (as already said) the arrow. The universe is said to consist of Agni and Soma. 
The universe is similarly said to consist of Vishnu. Vishnu is, again, the Soul of the 
holy Bhava of immeasurable energy. [...] Then Sarva, having stringed his bow and 
aimed that shaft with which he had united the Pasupata weapon, waited, thinking of 
the triple city. [...] The illustrious deity, that Lord of the universe, then drawing that 
celestial bow, sped that shaft which represented the might of the whole universe, at 
the triple city. Upon that foremost of shafts, O thou of great good fortune, being shot, 
loud wails of woe were heard from those cities as they began to fall down towards the 
Earth. Burning those Asuras, he threw them down into the Western ocean.10
It is evident that deities, just like humans, need weapons and, moreover, 
weapons of magic properties. Furthermore, they support each other, since 
the divine power that everyone possesses seems to be insufficient. In the 
cited story of the destruction of three cities, Śiva uses his magic bow 
shooting the special arrow made of gods, and also launches this special 
weapon called Pāśupata. Here we have thus one more passage, in which 
it is clearly stated that the Pāśupata is in fact associated with using Śiva’s 
bow or may be carried with an arrow. However, here again it is not the 
bow itself and generally it is not initially any material weapon. It may be 
of a reinforcing or auxiliary character and is often used in decisive and 
difficult combat, otherwise brought against serious adversaries such as 
demons.
It may be interesting to mention here that in some illustrations of grant-
ing Arjuna with the Pāśupata, this weapon is depicted as an arrow. In the 
scene the bow is also shown, but it is evident that the object being handed 
to Arjuna is an arrow.11
10 P. Ch. Roy, op. cit., Vol. VII, Karnaparvan, p. 88, 91–92. Compare also: MBh 
8.24.83–84; 8.124.115; 8.24.120; W. Doniger, Hindu Myths. A Sourcebook translated from 
The Sanskrit, Harmondsworth 1975, p. 133, 136–137. V. J. Roebuck, op. cit., p. 147–148. 
11 See T. A. G. Rao, Elements of Hindu Iconography, Vol. II, Part. I, Delhi 1997 re-
print, p. 214–216, Plate LII. 
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The problem of the actual appearance relates also to Śiva’s other weap-
ons. In the second book of Mahābhārata, quoted by Vettam Mani, Pināka 
is referred to as a formerly three-forked spike that fell down from Śiva’s 
hands and took the shape of a bow (MBh 2.35.29).12 Then Margaret Stutley 
uses the term Pināka for Śiva’s staff or bow made of a seven-headed serpent 
with poisonous fangs.13
In the epics, there are more references to various kinds of celestial weap-
ons and some of them concern one particular god who is thus the only holder 
of the attribute. Still there are numerous swords that were in the possession 
of different gods, often being transferred from one deity to the other, and 
finally bestowed on a human hero. Thus among Śiva’s weapons we will also 
find a trident (triśūla) called Vijaya14 (MBh 7.145.94). Vettam Mani recalls 
one story from Mahābhārata (MBh 3.221) in which this trident followed the 
god Yama accompanying Skanda during the journey to Bhadravaṭa:15
And the terrible-looking Yama too in company with Death marched with him, (fol-
lowed by hundreds of terrible diseases); and behind him was carried the terrible, 
sharp-pointed, well decorated trident of Siva, called Vijaya. [...] And the trident Vi-
jaya was followed by the Pattisa of Rudra guarded by maces, balls, clubs and other 
excellent weapons.16
One more weapon of Śiva in this passage – paṭṭiśa is explained by Pratap 
Chandra Roy as “another kind of weapon,”17 and by M. Monier-Williams as 
“a spear with a sharp edge or some other weapon with three points.”18 Ac-
cording to F. W. Bunce paṭṭiśa should be understood as an offensive sharply 
pointed weapon made of iron and resembling a staff.19 It must be admitted 
here that this weapon of Śiva is not very common, whereas the triśūla is cer-
tainly his most recognisable sword and may be at the same time associated 
12 V. Mani, op. cit., p. 289.
13 M. Stutley, op. cit., p. 111.
14 According to Frederick W. Bunce Vijaya is either the magic bow of Indra or the magic 
lance/spear of Rudra, see F. W. Bunce, An Encyclopaedia of Hindu Deities, Demi-Gods, 
Godlings, Demons and Heroes with Special Focus on Iconographic Attributes, Vol. II, 
New Delhi 2000, p. 1017. Margaret Stutley implies that Vijaya is either Indra’s magic 
bow (the rainbow) or personified lance/spear of Rudra, see M. Stutley, op. cit., p. 158.
15 V. Mani, op. cit., p. 853.
16 P. Ch. Roy, op. cit., Vol. III, Vanaparvan, p. 499.
17 Ibidem.
18 Sir M. Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, Delhi 2005 reprint, p. 579.
19 F. W. Bunce, An Encyclopaedia..., op. cit., p. 1000.
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with warriors and with religious ascetics.20 The divine origin of this weapon 
is described in many stories, usually involving Viśvakarmā, the gods’ archi-
tect and craftsman who made this trident for Śiva from Sūrya’s glare. Triśūla 
was not the only weapon created by Viśvakarmā, e.g. Vettam Mani brings 
the story from Viṣṇupurāṇa (3.2)21 where the śakti for Skanda, the sudarśana 
cakra, the famous disc, for Viṣṇu, the triśūla for Śiva and the puṣpakavi-
māna – the aerial vehicle of Kubera – are produced with the use of Sūrya’s 
glow (tejas). Viśvakarmā’s daughter, Saṁjñā, having married Sūrya, suffered 
because of the unbearable heat of her husband. She then asked her father to 
lessen Sūrya’s effulgence. Thus Viśvakarmā ground Sūrya and some of his 
effulgence fell to earth, so with it Viśvakarman could make those celestial 
weapons and vehicles.
Although Śiva owns various swords, and the most popular of them 
have been already mentioned, it should be again pointed here that the most 
powerful among them is Pāśupata (Brahmaśira). Vettam Mani interprets it 
as “missile” of Śiva given to Arjuna after the latter performed a penance. 
Moreover, Mani explains it as the arrow used together with the Pināka bow. 
So this arrow is “bright like the sun and equal to the fire of death” burning 
all that was touched by it. No other magic weapons such as Nārāyaṇāstra, 
Brahmāstra, Āgneyāstra or Vāruṇāstra can withstand it (MBh 13.14.126–
127). More importantly, it can kill Brahmā and Viṣṇu. Besides, Mani claims 
that this weapon is worshipped as a deity and as the special Pāśupata man-
tra removing obstacles, ending calamities and bringing success in a war. In 
other stories cited by Mani, Brahmaśiras or Brahmāstra is a weapon given to 
Agastya by Śiva. Later Agastya gave it to Agniveśa who passed it to Droṇa 
and finally Droṇa handed Brahmaśiras to Arjuna instructing him about its 
use (MBh 1.128.18).22 
As has been shown above, in some Mahābhārata passages we have 
a clear suggestion that Brahmaśiras is not any ordinary weapon and does 
not have one material form. There is, however, a tendency to interpret it in 
such a way, and furthermore to visualise and depict as a particular object. For 
example, Frederick W. Bunce describes Brahmaśiras (also named Pāśupa-
ta) as the mythical spear held by Śiva who will destroy the universe with 
it. Under Pāśupatāstra (aka Gāṇḍiva) Bunce refers to the trident of Śiva.23 
20 V. J. Roebuck, op. cit., p. 153.
21 V. Mani, op. cit., p. 166, 668, 796.
22 Ibidem, p. 159, 580.
23 F. W. Bunce, An Encyclopaedia..., op. cit., p. 974, 1000.
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In other publications from this author24 we find the same explanation, but 
also a reference to a magical bow originally owned by Śiva, then given to 
Arjuna. Additionally, while writing about Gāṇḍiva, Bunce explains that it is 
also called Pāśupatāstra and it is the bow that Śiva gave to Arjuna.25 In the 
Dictionary, however, Bunce describes it as a magic bow given to Arjuna by 
Agni together with a quiver that never lacks arrows.26 This Gāṇḍiva bow is 
definitely the most important and recognisable weapon of Arjuna used by the 
warrior in the great battle with Kauravas and thus often features in fighting 
scenes (Fig. 2).
Then going back to Brahmaśiras, the main weapon being examined here, 
in the description given by Margaret Stutley it is the other name for Śiva’s 
spear/javelin (sans. śakti), also known as Pāśupata, which slays demons and 
destroys the universe.27 And under Pāśupata she adds some more details: it 
is a bow, a kind of trident or vajra and is used by Śiva who in particular 
uses it to destroy the whole universe at the end of ages (yugas). Further-
more, Stutley quotes the description from śaivāgamas, according to which 
Pāśupata is personified as the four-headed and four-armed, three-eyed per-
son with tusks, erect-hair and moustaches, holding a spear, hammer, conch-
-shell and sword.28 
It may be thus assumed that together with the development of the śaiva 
cult, the image of the Pāśupata magic weapon becomes more specific and 
this trend to depict it as a bow, a spear/arrow or a trident is very strong. It is 
often associated with the Gāṇḍiva bow, which seems to be at the beginning, 
i.e. in the Mahābhārata stories, a different device. It is therefore necessary to 
go back at this point to the term śakti. The primary meaning of it, given for 
example by Margaret Stutley, is power or energy and it often refers to divine 
female power (particularly personified as Devī, associated usually with Śiva 
as his consort). It may also stand for a very special weapon or attribute of the 
warrior gods (e.g. Skanda), such as the amoghaśakti (unfailing spear) made 
by Tvaṣṭar or Viśvakarmā for Indra. It was then bestowed on the Pāṇḍava 
brothers, great warriors of the Mahābhārata epic, who worshipped it there 
in the lohābhisāra ceremony. This festival and the problem of identification 
of the śakti weapon will be analysed further. 
24 Idem, A Dictionary of Buddhist and Hindu Iconography, New Delhi 1997, p. 224.
25 Idem, An Encyclopaedia..., op. cit., p. 981. 
26 Idem, A Dictionary..., op. cit., p. 101.
27 M. Stutley, op. cit., p. 26.
28 Ibidem, p. 109. See also T. A. G. Rao, op. cit., p. 216–217.
Fig. 1. Arjuna’s penance, fragment 
of the Descent of Ganga relief, 
sculpture, Māmallapuram, in situ, 
ca. 625-675. 
Photo © Agnieszka Staszczyk.
Fig. 2. Arjuna and Kṛṣṇa on a char- 
iot, painting on paper, album leaf, 
folio No. 18, Mahārāṣṭra, ca. 1800, 
British Museum, No. 1974,0617,-
0.14.17.
Photo © The Trustees 
of the British Museum.
Fig. 3. Vajra held by Indra, sculp- 
ture, Mathura school, 3rd century, 
State Museum Lucknow. 
Photo © Agnieszka Staszczyk.
Fig. 4. Garuda holding the amṛta 
vessel, painting on paper, Tamil 
Nāḍu, ca. 1830, British Museum, 
No. 1963,1231,0.13.25. 
Photo © The Trustees 
of the British Museum.
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Margaret Stutley refers also to the weapon named mahāśakti “mentioned 
in the Mahābhārata, a large and powerful weapon adorned with a hundred 
bells, which is probably displayed on ceremonial occasions.”29 It can be in- 
ferred that when given a material form, śakti frequently features as a javelin, 
lance, dart or spear. It is however better to take it as a kind of energy, force 
or even incantation which may be used for inspiring any weapon in order to 
make it magic. At the same time the term śakti seems to be the best expla-
nation for this special weapon of Śiva, i.e. Pāśupata aka Brahmaśiras.
Finally some modern interpretations must be cited here referring to the 
Pāśupata, Brahmaśiras or other epic “special” weapons’ power and abilities. 
Such interpretations very often bring forward the potencies of weapons and 
effects of their usage; rarely focus on their material form. Some descrip-
tions from Mahābhārata or Rāmāyaṇa inspired scholars to compare such 
extraordinary weapon as described above with the chemical warfare or nu-
clear weapon. For example, Vaman R. Kokatnur understands agneyastra as 
“a projectile of fire,” varunastra as a “projectile with salty liquids, i.e. prob-
ably acid,” vayavastra as “a projectile with air or smoke,” and he states that: 
“Many of these weapons were projected from bows in the form of arrows.” 
Kokatnur also is of opinion that all magic projectiles were presided over 
by gods and thus named after them. However, the mantra in his interpreta-
tion is not only an incantation but a kind of scientific process.30 It must be 
emphasised here that analyses of this kind cannot be accepted uncritically 
and are nowadays often considered to be a misinterpretation. In his two last 
studies31 referring to this topic, Jarrod L. Whitaker elaborated on the subject 
of divine weapons in the Indian epics and turned to the concept of tejas as 
being the possible basis for the explanation of the nature of these weapons. 
The scholar implies:
The problem of trying to find historical explanations for the divine weapons is two-
fold. Firstly, the divine weapons are much more destructive than an ancient musket 
or cannon could ever have been. Arrows, as one manifestation of a divine weapon, 
are fired from bows in a manner resembling modern day weaponry, and many of the 
29 Ibidem, p. 121.
30 V. R. Kokatnur, Chemical Warfare in Ancient India, “Journal of Chemical Educa- 
tion”, May 1948, p. 269–270.
31 J. L. Whitaker, Divine Weapons and Tejas in the Two Indian Epics, “Indo-Iranian 
Journal” 2000, Vol. 43, p. 87–113; idem, How the Gods Kill: the Nārāyaṇa astra episode, 
the death of Rāvaṇa, and the principles of tejas in the Indian epics, “Journal of Indian 
Philosophy” 2002, Vol. 30, p. 403–430.
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divine weapons have the destructive capability of small tactical warheads, killing 
thousands in one strike. If such a historical approach were in vogue today, scholars 
would not be satisfied until they found ancient AK47s, or a nuclear capability. Sec- 
ondly, as Hopkins seems to have understood, the fire of the divine weapons is not the 
element itself, but the more subtle energy-substance tejas or “fiery energy.” These are 
not weapons of fire per se, but weapons of energy.32
The Whitaker’s idea of tejas is close to already presented in the current anal-
ysis the interpretation of śakti or a power that endows ordinary weapon. All 
weapons according to the author are made of tejas of various gods.33
THE ACT OF INSPIRING WEAPONS
As demonstrated so far, there is no better source than the great war story of 
the Pāṇḍavas and the Kauravas when it comes to weaponry. Since the gods 
use magic in their conflict with demons, men may employ magic as well, and 
so this interaction between two worlds – the divine and the human – is evi-
dent. When heroes meet the gods, it is for them the best opportunity to gain 
extraordinary power, super weapons and become superhuman, sometimes 
even equal to the gods. At the same time, it is the greatest kṣatriya desire to 
possess a magic weapon. As presented above, in the Arjuna penance story, 
some of these celestial weapons may be already granted by gods, and then 
used in a battle. In the fifth book of Mahābhārata, Bhīṣma describes Arjuna’s 
fighting equipment and addresses these words to Duryodhana:
Arjuna’s again, is that celestial bow called Gandiva, he owneth again those steeds 
fleet as the wind; his coat of mail is impenetrable and of celestial make; his two large 
quivers are inexhaustible; his arms have been obtained from the great Indra, Rudra, 
Kuvera, Yama and Varuna; and upon his car, again, are those maces of frightful mien, 
and diverse other great weapons having the thunderbolt amongst them! [...] Inflamed 
with fury, possessed of great might and prowess, incapable of being baffled, that 
mighty-armed warrior, while protecting his own army, will certainly exterminate thy 
troops! (MBh 5.166)34
The most familiar of Arjuna’s weapons mentioned in the quoted passage is 
the Gāṇḍiva bow, the major weapon able to fight gods and men, and gain 
32 Idem, Divine weapons and tejas..., op. cit., p. 88.
33 Ibidem, p. 91.
34 P. Ch. Roy, op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 340–341.
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power as the situation requires which, according to Mahābhārata verse 
5.96.21 quoted by Vettam Mani, was made by Brahmā.35 Then it was kept 
by god Brahmā, by Prajāpati, Indra, Candra and Varuṇa who finally passed 
it to Arjuna.36 Here we are informed that the grantor of this bow was not 
Śiva but Varuṇa. Furthermore in another Mahābhārata (5.158.5) passage the 
legend of three bows is given and one of the described bows is Gāṇḍiva this 
time bestowed by Agni on Arjuna:37
[...] the bow named Vijaya of celestial workmanship, belonging to the great Indra, 
and which was equal to Gandiva in energy and to also Sarnga (held by Krishna). 
There were three celestial bows owned by the denizens of heaven, viz. Gandiva 
owned by Varuna, the bow called Vijaya owned by Indra, and that other celestial 
bow of great energy said to have been owned by Vishnu. This last (Sarnga), capable 
of striking fear into the hearts of hostile warriors, was held by Krishna. The bow 
called Gandiva was obtained by Indra’s son (Arjuna) from Agni on the occasion of 
the burning of Khandava, while the bow called Vijaya was obtained from Drona by 
Rukmini of great energy.38 
Also Indra’s bow called Vijaya is mentioned in the legend. From other frag-
ment quoted above we know, however, that Vijaya may be Śiva’s bow as well.
This Gāṇḍiva bow of Arjuna is not his single weapon, as Bhīṣma says; 
Arjuna is also armed with weapons (maces and vajra) received from other 
gods such as Indra, Rudra, Kubera, Yama and Varuṇa. This reference may be 
easily connected with passages informing us about the further endeavours of 
Arjuna to gain support from all the gods and, for instance, in the third book 
of Mahābhārata we read:
35 Hopkins says it is made of gāṇḍī (MBh 5.96.19), which is in Monier-William’s 
Sanskrit English Dictionary (p. 353) explained as “rhinoceros” or vajra granthi – a knot 
or a kind of metal. See E. W. Hopkins, Epic Mythology, reprint, New Delhi 1986, p. 124. 
Pratap Chandra Roy (op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 212) translated this passage as follows: “there 
lieth that kno t ty bow that was created for the destruction of the world. It is always pro-
tected with great vigilance by the gods, and it is from this bow that the one wielded by 
Arjuna hath taken its name. Endued with the strength of hundred thousand bows, the pow-
er it assumes at the hour of battle is indescribably great. It punishes all punishable wick-
ed kings endued with the nature of Rakshasas. This fierce weapon was first created by 
Brahman, the utterer of the Vedas.” (MBh 5.96.19 and ff.) Emphasis in bold mine, A. S. 
36 V. Mani, op. cit., p. 276.
37 Secondary sources, e.g. Margaret Stutley (op. cit., p. 47) say that this magical bow 
was presented to Arjuna by Agni together with two inexhaustible quivers.
38 P. Ch. Roy, op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 313.
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And Arjuna, having dwelt for five years in the abode of him of a thousand eyes, and 
having from that lord of celestials obtained all the celestial weapons, such as those 
of Agni, of Varuna, of Soma, of Vayu, of Vishnu, of Indra, of Pasupati, of Brahma, 
of Parameshthi, of Prajapati, of Yama, of Dhata, of Savita, of Tvashta, and of Vaisra-
vana; and having bowed down to and gone round him of a hundred sacrifices, and 
taken his (Indra’s) permission, cheerfully came to the Gandhamadana.39
In order to explain the above passage we must refer to some more verses in 
the epic recalling that a warrior is armed with a special weapon from a par-
ticular god. In Sanskrit the term astra is usually used here and combined 
with the name of a god, e.g. vāruṇāstra. Edward W. Hopkins interprets this 
acquisition as a procedure of inspiring weapons, in other words making 
weapons magic. It is assumed that any kind of ordinary sword can be con-
verted this way by merely having a particular god in mind. Therefore, after 
the act of inspiring is completed, that weapon may be already called, for 
example, aindram astram (i.e. the weapon of Indra40) and thus regarded as 
special or magic. It must be emphasised here that it is not necessarily any 
of the god’s characteristic weapons or attributes; on the contrary, it is very 
often a sword of a human warrior. In fact, as Edward W. Hopkins states in 
his other work:41 “all the deities of water, fire, etc., have their names given 
to the weapons thus inspired, and when a warrior is said to use the Vāruṇa 
astra it is merely an arrow inspired by the god named, who is temporarily at 
the disposal of the knight.” 
In this way, warriors may employ magic, commonly using special man-
tras that have adequate power to charm an ordinary sword.42 It seems very 
likely that after performing any ceremony of this kind an arrow may in fact 
become vajra. Also, it is worth noting that this magic formula (mantra) itself 
may be used as a weapon, hence even the act of uttering specific words may 
evoke sufficient power to kill an adversary.
The next observance that must be mentioned while analysing such prac-
tices as inspiring or enchanting weapons is the lohābhisāra (or lohābhihāra) 
ceremony. We should again refer here not only to the greatest lore of war-
fare – the Mahābhārata epic – but also to other texts such as Amarakośa 
or purāṇas. It is generally described as the military ceremony during which 
charmed weapons may be obtained, and performed on the 10th day after 
39 Idem, op. cit., Vol. III, p. 348. 
40 E. W. Hopkins, Epic mythology, op. cit., p. 124.
41 Idem, Magic Observances..., op. cit., p. 30.
42 Ibidem, p. 29.
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the nirājana (this term is explained to mean “marching off”).43 From some 
sources however it may be inferred that, although the lohābhisāra ceremony 
is usually explained as a magical one, at the same time it could be taken 
as the worship of weapons. The appropriate time for this ceremony to take 
place may be the previously mentioned 10th day after marching off, or śata-
taraka – i.e. the 6th day of the bright half of the Mārgaśīrṣa month (end of 
November/beginning of December). In other texts, for example in the Viṣṇu-
purāṇa we can find this passage: “on the fourteenth lunation I have to cele-
brate the festival of arms” and here the word dhanurmaha is used. Another 
date suitable for that ceremony is Vijaya dasami, i.e. the tenth day of the 
light half of the Āśvin month (end of September/beginning of October)44.
Lohābhisāra may be thus explained variously as a military festival or 
festival of arms with military exercises, a trial of archery, occasional pas-
sage of arms or the opening of a campaign – a special time when worship 
is paid to the military implements. Still in a few Mahābhārata passages it is 
described as something more than a festival. In the fifth book we may find 
this information: “The incantations in respect of all thy weapons have been 
performed. The field of Kurukshetra is free from mire.” (MBh 5.157.018)45 
Also in the next chapter of the fifth book, Duryodhana sends a message with 
Uluka to Bhīma saying that lohābhisāra – i.e. worship of arms – was over 
and the next day war should be commenced. Uluka addresses these words to 
Yuddhisthira who has just come back from exile: “Thy weapons have been 
properly worshipped and their presiding deities have been invoked! The field 
of Kurukshetra also is without mire. The roads are even.”46 (MBh 5.158.11) 
Hopkins elaborates this fragment in the following way: “ceremony has been 
performed (for you) which forces the deities named by the Mantras you 
have used to preside over and govern your ordinary weapons.”47 It may be 
thus concluded from the quoted passages that the lohābhisāra is not merely 
worship, but rather a kind of magical performance or observance and is ex-
plained as the incantation of weapons or worship of arms connected with the 
invocation of presiding deities who are now responsible for inspiring those 
43 M. Monier-Williams, op. cit., p. 552.
44 The Vishńu Puráńa, a System of Hindu Mythology and Tradition Translated from 
the Original Sanscrit and Illustrated by Notes Derived Chiefly from Other Puráńas, trans. 
from the original Sanscrit, and illustrated by notes derived chiefly from other Puráńas, by 
H. H. Wilson, London 1840, p. 537–538.
45 P. Ch. Roy, op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 321.
46 Ibidem, p. 328.
47 E. W. Hopkins, Magic Observances..., op. cit., p. 30.
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weapons with their power. While performing this ceremony the warrior class 
has another opportunity to obtain special or magical weapons. In this class 
the reason for worshipping weapon is obvious, since the weapon if excep-
tional can be kept in one special place for years and worshipped accordingly, 
adored like the image of a god or an idol. In the ninth book of Mahābhārata, 
this kind of extraordinary weapon of fantastic power is described:
King Yudhishthira the just, took up a dart whose handle was adorned with gold and 
gems and whose effulgence was as bright as that of gold. [...] The illustrious chief 
of the Kurus then hurled with great force at the king of the Madras that blazing dart 
of beautiful and fierce handle and effulgent with gems and corals. All the Kauravas 
beheld that blazing dart emitting sparks of fire as it coursed through the welkin after 
having been hurled with great force, even like a large meteor falling from the skies 
at the end of the Yuga. [...] Carefully the sons of Pandu had always worshipped that 
weapon with perfumes and garlands and foremost of seats and the best kinds of 
viands and drinks. That weapon seemed to blaze like Samvartaka fire [i.e. the world 
destroying fire – my comment, A. S.] and was as fierce as a rite performed according 
to the Atharvan of Agnirasa. Created by Tashtri (the celestial artificer) for the use of 
Isana, it was a consumer of the life-breaths and the bodies of all foes. It was capable 
of destroying by its force the Earth and the welkin and all the receptacles of water and 
creatures of every kind. Adorned with bells and banners and gems and diamonds and 
decked with stones of lapis lazuli and equipped with a golden handle, Tashtri himself 
had forged it with great care after having observed many vows. Unerringly fatal, it 
was destructive of all haters of Brahma. Having carefully inspired it with many fierce 
mantras, and endued it with terrible velocity by the exercise of great might and great 
care, king Yudhishthira hurled it along the best of tracks for the destruction of the 
ruler of the Madras.48 (MBh 9.16)
Here we may find a detailed description of the weapon called śakti in the 
Sanskrit original, which was translated by Roy as a “dart.” The history of its 
origin reveals that it was not only used by gods, not only granted by gods 
to humans, but was created by one of them – the god-artificer Tvaṣṭar. This 
god is one more significant character regarding the issue under discussion 
in this article. The divine origin of a sword, which gods use themselves, 
is often emphasised in such stories, as has already been mentioned in the 
present analysis in terms of such weapons as Gāṇdiva, Pināka, Vijaya, etc. 
In the quoted passage, the god Īśana (i.e. Śiva) gets the best support from 
Tvaṣṭar, one of the Ādityas, and one of the three minor sovereign principles 
whose realm is this world. He as the divine craftsman specifically represents 
48 P. Ch. Roy, op. cit., Vol. VII, p. 49–50.
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craftsmanship and possesses divine skills. Tvaṣṭar is mainly responsible for 
this kind of craftsmen “through which weapons are produced.”49 Since early 
sources such as Vedas already assigned him to that profession, so it is com-
monly believed that he created many magical objects, like the soma cup and 
vajra. The latter object is considered one of the most powerful and popular 
weapons as we may discover, for example, in the Ṛgveda (1.32.2): “He (i.e. 
Indra, explanation mine, A. S.) slew the Dragon lying on the mountain: 
his heavenly bolt of thunder Tvaṣṭar fashioned. Like lowing kine in rapid 
flow descending the waters glided downward to the ocean.”50 Tvaṣṭar made 
the thunderbolt, as the vajra is generally explained, for Indra who had to 
fight Vṛtra. When the gods, concerned about the result of this conflict and 
seeking the best weapon for Indra, asked Brahmā for advice they were sent 
to the sage Dadhīca. They had to ask him to give up his bone that turned 
out to be the best material for this weapon and with the bone Tvaṣṭar made 
a bolt.51 Epics and purāṇas (e.g. Brahmāṇḍapurāṇa 3.1.85) elaborate the 
story. In Mahābhārata (5.9 and 5.10) this fight between Indra and Vṛtra is 
recalled. Vṛtra, however, is created here by Tvaṣṭar who wants to take re-
venge on Indra, since Indra killed his son. Vṛtra is endowed with Tvaṣṭar’s 
power and therefore very difficult to defeat. The god this time asked Viṣṇu 
for help and, as a consequence, Indra’s vajra is infused with Viṣṇu’s energy 
and used by Indra against Vṛtra: “Vishnu said [...] by virtue of my power, 
victory, ye gods, will be won by Indra, for, remaining invisible, I shall en-
ter into his thunderbolt, that best of weapons.”52 In the other Mahābhāra-
ta book (12.274), vajra is described as a mace or a weapon shaped like 
a mace that surpasses all weapons, but the actual form of it, as it is with 
Pāśupata, proves tricky to determine. It is described in most cases as a bolt/
thunderbolt from the Vedic times.53 In art it is represented in various ways; 
49 According to Alain Daniélou there are twelve sovereign principles i.e. Ādityas who 
personify the laws of the universe and society. Tvaṣṭṛ as Craftsmanship is one of three 
minor ones, together with Pūṣan (Prosperity) and Vivasvat (Morality). A. Daniélou, The 
Myths and Gods of India, Vermont 1991 reprint, p. 112, 123.
50 Ṛgveda, trans. R. T. H. Griffith, 1896, [online], http://www.sacred-texts.com/hin/
rigveda/rv01032.htm [10.10.2014].
51 V. Mani, op. cit., p. 821. Mani translates vajra as “thunderbolt” and refers to the third 
book of Mahābhārata as the source for the story (MBh 3.98).
52 P. Ch. Roy, op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 17–18.
53 According to Frederick W. Bunce (Encyclopaedia..., op. cit., p. 1015) vajra is a thun-
derbolt representing indestructibility or wisdom able to destroy passion; it may serve also 
for a masculine symbol related to liṅga. Vettam Mani (op. cit., p. 822) refers to the story 
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the most common depicts is as a long shaft ended with several prongs on 
either side (Fig. 3).
In many texts, and as early as in Vedas we may find numerous examples 
of magic, supernatural, celestial weapons, which are frequently used to fight 
demons (asuras). In these texts there are also fragments that may serve as 
an example of the same practice of worshipping or deification of weaponry 
as described in the epic. We should refer here to Arthur A. Macdonell who 
gives the example of deification of an arrow in one of the Ṛgveda hymns 
(6.75). It “is adored as divine and is besought to grant protection and to at-
tack the foe.” Generally, as Macdonell writes, the whole hymn „is devoted to 
the praise of various implements of war, armour, bow, quiver, and arrows.”54 
For example, in RV 6.75.15–17 we read:
Now to the Shaft with venom smeared, tipped with deer-horn, with iron mouth,
Celestial, of Parjanya’s seed, be this great adoration paid.
Loosed from the Bowstring fly away, thou Arrow, sharpened by our prayer.
Go to the foemen, strike them home, and let not one be left alive.
There where the flights of Arrows fall like boys whose locks are yet unshorn. [...]55
Similarly in Mahābhārata, as may be inferred from the quoted fragment of 
the ninth book, the weapon called śakti is worshipped by the Pāṇḍava broth-
ers with perfumes, garlands, food, drinks and the foremost of seats. It must 
be therefore a weapon of extraordinary character. In the English translation 
the term “dart” is given, but it should be remembered that the Sanskrit śakti 
may stand for something more. Although certain details of its appearance are 
included here – shiny, with a golden handle and studded with jewels – from 
the description of its functions or abilities it may be concluded that it is rath-
er in the group of the most fearsome and destructive arms, such as Pāśupata 
or Brahmaśira, than specific human weapons. Originally it belonged to Śiva, 
who also granted Arjuna with Pāśupata. 
Edward W. Hopkins interprets this passage in a different way. He men-
tions another weapon of the god Indra, which is called amoghā śakti – the 
in Viṣnupurāṇa (1.5, 2.8), according to which reciting the Gāyatrī mantra every evening 
brahmins can make vajra from the water particles. This weapon is used to fight the demons 
called Mandehas, i.e. giants who want to eat the Sun. 
54 A. A. Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, Strassburg 1897, p. 155. Conf. also W. E. Begley, 
Viṣṇu’s Flaming Wheel. The Iconography of the Sudarśana-Cakra, New York 1973, p. 10.
55 Ṛgveda, translated by R. T. H. Griffith, 1896, input at http://www.sacred-texts.com/
hin/rigveda/rv06075.htm [10.10.2014].
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“unfailing javelin,” also made by Tvaṣṭar. Hopkins claims that this very 
javelin is described in the cited passage (MBh 9.16.43-44) and is “a real 
fetish, evidently a javelin inspired by Mantras into an Indra-astram,” wor-
shipped by Pāṇḍavas.56 The term śakti is thus translated as “javelin,” which 
in terms of actual weapon used in a battlefield may be more adequate than 
a “dart.” Still it must be remembered that its owner is Śiva, and, as already 
discussed in this analysis, the word śakti must be interpreted rather as 
a force which may be materialised in a form of sword or may be attached 
to particular weapon and in consequence inspires such weapon or endows 
it with an extra power.
Regarding the power or abilities which this not necessarily tangible 
sword may possess, and at the same time going back to Arjuna, it is worth 
mentioning here a few examples of weapons described not because of their 
appearance, but because of their forces. While it is true that their material 
form may be observed in the quoted passage and they cannot be included 
in the class of magic weapon such as mantra, still at the very beginning 
we don’t know what this weapon really is. Then we find out that it is not 
a sword. In the eighth book of Mahābhārata (8.53.21 and ff.), two unusual 
weapons are presented:
Then the slayer of hostile heroes, viz. the son of Pandu, paralysed the legs of the 
Samsaptakas by repeatedly invoking, O monarch, the weapon called Naga. Thus 
tied with those foot-tying bands by the high-souled son of Pandu, all of them stood 
motionless, O king, as if they had been petrified. The son of Pandu then began to 
slay those motionless warriors like Indra in old days slaying the Daityas in the battle 
with Taraka. Thus slaughtered in that battle, they set the car free, and commenced to 
throw down all their weapons. Their legs being paralysed, they could not, O king, 
move a step. Then Partha slew them with his straight arrows. Indeed, all these war-
riors in that battle, aiming at whom Partha had invoked that foot-tying weapon, had 
their lower limbs encircled with snakes. Then the mighty car-warrior Susarman, 
O monarch, beholding his army thus paralysed, quickly invoked the weapon called 
Sauparna. Thereupon numerous birds began to come down and devour those snakes. 
The latter again, at the sight of rangers of the sky, began, O king, to fly away.57
These two weapons here are different from śakti or any sword inspired by 
a god, and though related to speech they are not merely mantras. In both 
cases warriors invoke a kind of weapon or, we can say, an animal force, as 
a result of which snakes encircle the legs of enemies and later birds fly in to 
56 E. W. Hopkins, Epic Mythology, op. cit., p. 124.
57 P. Ch. Roy, op. cit., Vol. VII, p. 151.
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eat those snakes. The first weapon is called nāga astra, the latter sauparna 
i.e. belonging to Suparna. This name is explained as a bird having beauti-
ful wings, any large bird of prey, vulture, eagle, mythical or supernatural 
bird or specifically Garuḍa.58 This fight of two such extraordinary weapons 
formed of animals and attacking enemy armies recalls the hostility between 
Garuḍa and serpents (nāgas). Garuḍa was the son of Kaśyapa and Vinatā 
and the half brother of nāgas – sons of Kaśyapa and Kadrū. Once Kadrū ill 
treated Vinatā and imprisoned her, but Garuḍa finally released his mother 
giving Kadrū the promise that he would bring her a portion of the nectar 
of immortality (amṛta) from Indra’s heaven [Fig. 4]. Having obtained it he 
then slew Kadrū’s thousand snake-children thereafter becoming the enemy 
of all snakes forever.
It must be remembered that nāgas are known as a popular object widely 
used for weapons and appear in various divine representations. Usually it is 
the nāga-pāśa – a noose made of a snake. It is also known under the name 
Viśvajit that refers to the magical snare of Varuṇa formed from a serpent.59 
It may be thus not that unusual when Arjuna employs this special invocation 
in order to summon snakes. 
Finally one more tale, this time from the Rāmāyaṇa epic, may be recalled 
here. In the sixth book of the epic, during the great war against Rāvaṇa, Rā-
ma and Lakṣmaṇa face Indrajit who uses the weapon resembling nāga-pāśa 
described as arrows (śara, bāṇa) like snakes (sarpa or nāga) or a serpent in 
the state of an arrow (pannaga śaratā) that bound both warriors. Rāma and 
Lakṣmaṇa fall on the ground and lie there motionless like on a bed of arrows 
or in a net of arrows (6.35.7–8, 26; 6.36.4–7). Garuḍa later comes to rescue 
both heroes, as the snakes flee immediately upon seeing him (6.40.37).
It is clear that the weapons described above are in fact one of the most 
dangerous – one of them encircles the foes’ legs with snakes, while the 
other calls birds of prey that eat the snakes. Since it is not really material 
weaponry, but rather a force or a kind of spell that is able to generate some 
force, it is difficult to fight it. First of all a rival doesn’t expect it; he can see 
only a material weapon in the hand of an enemy. Also his ordinary sword 
is probably not able to overcome it, therefore the only choice he has is to 
employ some kind of magic as well.
58 Monier Monier-Williams under sauparna joins the term with “a Vedic story rela-
ting to the transformation of the meters into birds that they might fetch the Soma from 
heaven.” M. Monier-Williams, op. cit., p. 1253, 1227.
59 F. W. Bunce, A Dictionary..., op. cit., p. 196, 340.
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CONCLUSION
In the study presented here there are many examples of employing magic 
to defeat an enemy, when an ordinary sword fails to bring potential vic-
tory. These practices include using magic swords obtained from the gods 
or weapons inspired with deities’ power, or there may be incantations or 
mantras or invocations of some forces that materialise as a dangerous 
weapon. Conflict and warfare is not only human, but also the gods’ do-
main, and as Valerie Roebuck observes: “Hindu gods and goddesses are 
represented in art with almost every kind of weapon known in Indian his- 
tory. This does not present a moral problem within the Hindu religion, as 
when they are shown using them, it is invariably against demons and other 
enemies of the right.”60
These gods are depicted wielding swords not only in art, but also in 
various texts of the Hindu tradition. One of them, Mahābhārata, which 
was mainly quoted in this analysis, may be considered to be the best reper- 
tory of ancient warfare. The content of the epic gives readers many oppor-
tunities to become acquainted with the weaponry used in those days. Some 
scholars tend to differentiate here between the “real” weapons and divine 
ones. The latter may be of course difficult to interpret, since they are, as 
Jarrod Whitaker claims, celestial weapons, endowed with divine energy 
(tejas). This energy may be brought to the real world with help of mantras 
and other practices that aim to control this energy. During this process 
a material weapon is connected with divine energy. Following the gods’ 
examples in battles, the warriors try to get as much prowess as possible; 
thus, they are eager to embark upon numerous practices, sacrifices, ob-
servances, austerities in order to exceed the gods in potency. Success may 
ensue as soon as they are able to control the energy and are finally gran-
ted a super weapon. Still, it must be remembered that, as Whitaker further 
states:
[...] this weaponry represents immense and often volatile power, and is reserved 
for the greatest of heroes, putting them in direct communion with the gods, as any 
warrior possessing a divine weapon can unleash the energy of the gods in the hu-
man realm.61
60 V. J. Roebuck, op. cit., p. 145.
61 J. L. Whitaker, Divine weapons and tejas..., op. cit., p. 91.
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